OUR MISSION

The Design Trust for Public Space is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the future of public space in New York City. Our projects bring together city agencies, community groups and private sector experts to make a lasting impact — through design — on how New Yorkers live, work and play.
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2018 was a year of action at the Design Trust. We executed three complex projects — El-Space Pilots, Opening the Edge, and Future Culture — with large city partners, DOT and NYCHA, and community-based partner, Staten Island Arts, that included launching two public art pilots — Sonic Gates and Court Yard Fridays.

For the first time, Design Trust organized an international group of 10 cities with under elevated transit infrastructure, “el-space” projects to learn from each other at a full-day forum. The El Space Forum both elevated Design Trust’s profile, being recognized as “Highbrow/Brilliant” by New York Magazine, and also offered resounding optimism for changing NYC’s public realm through el-space initiatives.

Design Trust’s Annual Benefit honored Marc Heiman / Richter+Ratner, Polly Trottenberg / NYC DOT and Carl Weisbrod / HR&A Advisors as private industry, government, and civic public space leaders. The 2018 Benefit was our most successful yet, raising $364K, approximately ⅓ of our $1M+ annual budget!

2018 also presented several opportunities for Design Trust to engage in greater thought leadership and advocacy:

→ Participated in the Garment Center rezoning negotiations and hearings

→ Approved three public realm improvement projects as part of the East Midtown Public Realm Governing Group

→ Participated in announcement of three bills on urban agriculture to create a comprehensive plan and website

Finally, we continued to build staff and board capacity in 2018 by welcoming our fourth Equitable Public Space Fellow, Marquise Williams, creating a new role of Board Vice Chair, held by Eve Klein, and gaining a new Board member Alastair Elliott, Chief Operating Officer at Silman.

We are deeply grateful to our Board for its leadership, and to our friends and donors for their passion and dedication to making NYC more dynamic, equitable, and public for all.
On May 17 and 18, 2018, Design Trust gathered forward-thinking individuals, community groups, and government agencies from Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Mexico City, Miami, New Orleans, New York City, Oakland, and Toronto for a public event “Discover El-Space,” as part of NYCxDesign, and the El-Space Forum to advance the emerging field of planning and designing “el-space,” space beneath or adjacent to elevated transportation infrastructure. The event featured a behind-the-scenes tour of Design Trust and NYCDOT’s first El-Space pilot installation, in collaboration with Industry City, underneath the Gowanus Expressway in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. The Pilot tested new lighting strategies, pedestrian circulation, and green infrastructure solutions to address systemic social, environmental, economic and racial inequities.

The El-Space Forum brought together experts to establish key values to guide el-space projects, identify significant obstacles through project case studies, share knowledge and experience, and develop innovative strategies for creative, practical, and equitable solutions to benefit urban communities throughout North America and the globe. Lessons learned through the El-Space Forum laid the groundwork for Design Trust and NYCDOT to develop the El-Space Toolkit, an effort to showcase the pilot projects and create a resource for public agency staff, community groups, and developers in New York City and elsewhere to effectively execute el-space projects that address complex urban challenges for the benefit of all people.
ABOVE  “Discover El-Space” participants surround El-Space pilot in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. Photo credit: Sam Lahoz

OPPOSITE  El-Space Forum breakout session. Photo credit: Sam Lahoz
**EL-SPACE: CREATING DYNAMIC SPACES UNDER THE ELEVATED**

**PARTNER**
New York City Department of Transportation (NYCDOT)

**COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS**
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Rockaway Waterfront Alliance
Rockrose
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Green Infrastructure

Tricia Martin
Landscape Architecture / Green Infrastructure

Quilian Riano
Urban Design

Leni Schwendinger
Lighting

**SUPPORTERS**
Industry City
New York Community Trust
Arup
New York Building Foundation
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
The New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature

In phase II of *Under the Elevated, El-Space*, Design Trust continued to make headway on three pilot installations:

- **Sunset Park, Brooklyn,** beneath the Gowanus Expressway at 36th St. and 3rd Ave., with Industry City
  Landscape Architecture and Green Infrastructure Fellow Tricia Martin provided a monitoring framework and memorandum on replicability of green infrastructure elements. The pilot was revealed in May 2018.

- **Rockaway, Queens,** adjacent to the elevated A subway line with the Rockaway Waterfront Alliance (RWA)
  In July 2018, Design Trust held a planting day for the 'dunescape' with RWA and youth from their Shore Corps program.

- **Long Island City, Queens,** under the Ed Koch Queensboro Bridge Ramp at Jackson Ave. & Dutch Kills St. with Rockrose
  Preparation began with two gabion planters and plans for downspout modification based on a DOT in-house design.

The pilots tested pedestrian and parking improvements, green infrastructure systems, and new lighting to transform these dark underused spaces citywide, and has prompted intra- and inter-agency collaborations and facilitated partnership with nonprofit organizations and developers. NYCDOT started a geo-spatial inventory of the city’s el-space network, pursued additional lighting demonstrations, developed el-space components, and established models for concessions and legal agreements.

*El-Space/Under the Elevated* is a multi-phase project, in partnership with NYCDOT, to transform the underutilized space beneath elevated transportation infrastructure into valuable community and City assets.
BELOW  Opening the Edge Community Design Team.
OPPOSITE  Innovation Exhibition at Municipal Art Society’s 2018 Summit. Photo credit: Ozgur Gungor.
Beginning in August 2018, the Community Design Team reconvened to finalize the Wald Houses green space design to integrate public art and to plan for programming and stewardship. Design Trust selected a new Community Organizing Fellow, Javan Blackshear, resident of Lillian Wald Houses and member of the Community Design Team, and an Art Fellow, Lee Jiménez. Lee is a resident of the Jacob Riis Houses directly across from Wald. We engaged Nancy Owens Studio as the project’s landscape architecture consultant and Phase I Lighting Fellow Kate Sweater of Dwaal Lighting Design as the lighting design consultant.

Design Trust also made significant progress in negotiating our agreement with NYCHA with pro bono assistance from Davis Polk & Wardwell, developing a cost estimate for construction, and securing a commitment from Langan for in-kind civil engineering services.

In October 2018, the Opening the Edge project was featured at the 2018 Municipal Art Society Summit Innovation exhibition. Members of the Community Design Team and Design Trust Fellows presented the Opening the Edge project at local festivals and events on the Lower East Side to build awareness in the greater community.

Opening the Edge is a project with NYCHA, proposed by artist Jane Greengold to design a prototype of a lively public space with local programming at the edge of Wald Houses, in collaboration with residents and the community.
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ABOVE  Court Yard Fridays. Photo Credit: Christine Cruz

OPPOSITE  Float, Float, Float On by Arthur Simms. A floating sculpture collage in the harbor off the Stapleton Esplanade, Staten Island. Photo Credit: Sam Samore
We launched Future Culture’s two public art pilots in summer 2018. The concert series Court Yard Fridays ran from June 8 through June 29 with over 6,000 people attending the four weekly concerts. Court Yard Fridays brought together pioneering music legends of diverse genres representing cultures from around the world, along with Staten Island musicians. Some of the musicians featured included: local band favorite, World Town Sound System and the UTA All Stars, hailing from the Staten Island North Shore’s Universal Temple of the Arts.

For Sonic Gates, a team of local artists led by Staten Island-based composer, touring performer and media artist Volker Goetze, created a series of interactive sound sculptures and a mural on July 14, on view from July 2018 to July 2019. The eight public art installations pay homage to Staten Island’s maritime heritage, and stretch across Staten Island’s North Shore communities of St. George, Tompkinsville and Stapleton. Visitors included New York City Commissioner of Cultural Affairs, Tom Finkelpearl and Commissioner of Small Business Services, Gregg Bishop. Commissioner Bishop said of the Future Culture programming, “By working with Staten Island Arts, we are responding to local needs to support small business growth and build more vibrant neighborhoods for all New Yorkers.”

**FUTURE CULTURE: CONNECTING STATEN ISLAND’S WATERFRONT**

**PROJECT**
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*Future Culture is a project, in partnership with Staten Island Arts, to engage local artists and community members, area developers, and NYC agencies in a culturally-driven planning effort for the public realm of Staten Island’s rapidly developing North Shore waterfront, resulting in recommendations with strategies for revitalization, sustainability, and equitable economic development.*
We held a three-day long Plaza Stewards program, including a workshop in August 2018, co-sponsored by New York City Council Member Diana Ayala and Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer, at the National Black Theatre in East Harlem. With support from the Harvard Loeb Fellowship Alumni Council, a working group was convened and led by Design Trust and partner organization staff, as well as, Loeb Fellows Damon Rich, Marc Norman, Jennifer Siegal, and Susan Chin. The group explored community-based plazas in under-resourced neighborhoods with a cross-sector group of 50 stakeholders in a workshop, and toured and analyzed the 125th Street Plaza in East Harlem, with community collaborator Uptown Grand Central.

The Workshop convened community organizations, Plaza Partners, Business Improvement Districts, local businesses, developers, homeless support organizations, and numerous public agencies to clarify language often used in discussions of public plazas in New York City, envision ‘better’ plazas from the perspective of different user experiences, and craft a research agenda for the future Design Trust initiative. We plan to organize a public program with the Loeb Fellows to launch the Fellows Call in the summer/fall of 2019 and establish an Advisory Committee to guide the new project Plazas 2.0.

**Plazas 2.0,** a project in partnership with The Neighborhood Plaza Program at the Horticultural Society of NY and in collaboration with Uptown Grand Central, aims to produce a study of ‘better’ practices for maintaining and operating community-based plazas and stewardship models.
In June 2018, the Power in Place project team participated in the Mott Haven H.E.Arts (health, education, and the arts) Festival. Fellows facilitated a mapping activity to encourage residents to share their stories of the neighborhood.
Mott Haven-Port Morris in the South Bronx is one of the city's largest industrial areas, where power plants, waste transfer stations and truck-intensive businesses have caused a health crisis. This waterfront community faces asthma rates eight times the national average. Now this already overburdened neighborhood is facing a wave of real estate development that currently includes 12 market rate rentals and six hotels. Power in Place will make the case for community-prioritized use of land.

In 2018, the Power in Place Fellows completed significant research and analysis of more than 20 past community development plans and projects that had taken place over two decades.

In June 2018, the Power in Place team participated in the annual Mott Haven H.E.Arts (health, education, and the arts) Festival. Fellows created informational materials that were distributed at the event and designed various mapping and drawing activities to encourage people to share their stories of their Mott Haven-Port Morris neighborhood.

*Power in Place*, a project in partnership with South Bronx Unite, aims to make the case for community-prioritized use of land in Mott Haven-Port Morris in the South Bronx.
FELLOWS

2018 FELLOWS FORUM SALONS

SUPPORTER
Robert Sterling Clark Foundation

MAR 12 Fellows gathered to examine best community engagement practices. With presentations by Sam Holleran on the World’s Park case study and Michael Fishman on the Times Square project, Fellows discussed navigating roadblocks to extended community engagement and the role of the designer in engagement.

AUG 15 Past and current Fellows celebrated the summer at a casual Happy Hour where they mingled and explored connections in the public space realm.

SEP 18 Fellows traveled to Philadelphia where Park Design for the 21st Century Fellow, Tavis Dockwiller hosted a tour of the public exhibition Farm for the City, followed by site visits to surrounding community organizations working to improve Philadelphia’s equal access to food, housing and homeless services.

Fellows tour the public exhibition Farm for the City in Philadelphia.
ABOVE  Marquise Williams at the Plaza Stewards workshop. Photo credit: Sam Lahoz

OPPOSITE  Marquise Williams discusses Opening the Edge at Municipal Art Society’s 2018 Summit Innovation exhibition. Photo credit: Ozgur Gungor
In the Equitable Public Space Fellowship Program’s third year, we selected Marquise Williams to work on current projects, as well as conduct research related to understanding Design Trust’s commitment to equity and design justice at various levels of the organization’s work. Marquise joined Design Trust after receiving a B.A. in Sociology from Davidson College where he explored interdisciplinary ways of challenging traditional methods of community and neighborhood revitalization processes.

At Design Trust, Marquise contributed to Opening the Edge Phase II as the Fellows team manager and helped coordinate community engagement and related programming. He also supported the team submission and presentation at the 2018 Municipal Arts Society Summit Innovation exhibition. Marquise assisted staff with El-Space project deliverables, pilot assessments and general programming. In addition, Marquise developed a framework to help Design Trust understand the varying levels of its commitment to equity, along with recommendations to strengthen equitable outcomes in project methods and the fellowship program.

The Design Trust Equitable Public Space Fellowship Program support is provided in part by Eve Klein and Robert Owens.
OUTREACH & IMPACT

PUBLIC APPEARANCES

Design Trust was represented to diverse audiences at:

→ AIA NY Panel: Spaces of Action: Designing and Using the Public Realm for Change


→ The Laura Flanders Show

→ AIA Western Mountains Region Conference: HERE + NOW

→ AIA Equity by Design: Voices, Values, Values and Vision

→ AIA Conference: Innovation in City Design and Urban Regeneration “El-Space Innovation in the City” with NYC Department of Transportation

→ Center for Architecture Panel: Responsive Cities: Citizen Engagement

→ Association of Architecture Organizations Conference: Notes from the Field: Seeing our Invisible City

→ Urban Agriculture Press Hearing: Legislation Introduction

DESIGN TRUST IN THE NEWS

94 MEDIA MENTIONS

Our work was featured in:


SOCIAL MEDIA

12,630 Twitter followers

8,951 Facebook likes

3,702 Instagram followers

OPPOSITE Design Trust Executive Director Susan Chin joins Ysanet Batista and Karen Washington at The Laura Flanders Show.
Any New Yorker who has braved the walkways beneath city overpasses or rail lines knows just how unbecoming they can seem. Well, someone’s trying to do something about it.

In densely built, high-cost cities, the space around and beneath highways is now seen not as a hopeless barrier but as an opportunity.

In this tax-cut world, public-private partnership and cross-sector partnership is really important.

The Sunset Park pilot is an encouraging glimpse at the possibilities for these often inhospitable spaces.

It’s great to see the city working in tandem with non profits like Design Trust for Public Space to bring innovative ideas right to the street.
**2018 EVENTS**

**2018 ANNUAL BENEFIT**

**NOV 07** Over 300 public space enthusiasts gathered at Tribeca 360° to celebrate the Design Trust at our Annual Benefit and honor three leaders who inspire NYC’s public realm through outstanding careers in urban development, transportation and public service: Marc Heiman, President & CEO, Richter + Ratner and long-time Design Trust Board Member; Polly Trottenberg, Commissioner, NYC Department of Transportation; and Carl Weisbrod, Senior Advisor, HR&A Advisors. For the first time, Design Trust hosted a live auction with auctioneer George McNeely, where guests had the chance to bid on five special experiences including: a Chicago Theater & Architecture Getaway, a Foursome at the Anglebrook Golf Club, a Behind the Scenes tour at Interior Design Magazine, a family package with Streb Extreme Action, and an exclusive High Line Tour and Photo Shoot.

2018 Annual Benefit Honorees Carl Weisbrod, Polly Trottenberg, and Marc Heiman with Design Trust Executive Director Susan Chin and Board Chair Eric Rothman. Photo credit: Ola Wilk
PUBLIC SPACE POTLUCKS

Free and open to all, our popular program series gathers together urban enthusiasts of all ages and backgrounds for a shared meal, temporarily transforming New York City’s public spaces into communal dining rooms.

AUG 09  Design Trust was joined by Deborah Marton, Executive Director of New York Restoration Project (NYRP) and former Design Trust Executive Director, at Sherman Creek Pop-Up Park in the Inwood neighborhood of Upper Manhattan. The park was once an illegal dumping site and has since transformed into a five-acre space along the Harlem River waterfront.

AUG 21  Public space lovers gathered at the West Harlem Pier Park on the Hudson River to watch the sunset as the park’s designer, Barbara Wilks, FAIA, FASLA, founder of W Architecture, Design Trust Board member and past project Fellow, provided insight into the design, sharing how the piers offer a rare opportunity to get closer to the Hudson River in West Harlem.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

The Design Trust for Public Space presented the following public programs at various venues across the five boroughs:

FEB 01  Times Square Valentine Heart Design/Aranda Lasch + Marcelo Coelho, Window to the Heart revealed

MAY 17  NYCxDesign — New York City’s annual celebration of design that attracts hundreds of thousands of attendees from across the globe — presented “Discover El-Space” in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, in conjunction with the El-Space Forum.

JUN 20  Equity by Design Hackathon: ArchitectuREvolution: Just, Equitable, Diverse & Inclusive Practice
Public Space Potluck at West Harlem Pier.
2018 EVENTS

DESIGN TRUST COUNCIL

In 2018, DT Council Chair Eve Klein passed the leadership baton to Board members Alastair Elliott and Grant Marani.

JAN 25  EXHIBITION TOUR  Kristina Parsons, Curatorial Assistant at MoMA, offered a behind-the-scenes tour of Items: Is Fashion Modern?

APR 11  EXHIBITION TOUR  Marking the 40th anniversary of the pioneering Public Art Fund, Museum of the City of New York Scholar Šara Stranovský and Curatorial Associate Becky Laughner led an exhibition tour of Art in the Open: Fifty Years of Public Art in New York.

MAY 09  EXHIBITION TOUR  DT Council members joined a tour of Access + Ability led by Cara McCarty, curatorial director of the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum and co-curator of the exhibition.

JUN 05  STUDIO TOUR  Snøhetta Founding Partner, Craig Dykers, and Partners Michelle Delk, Elaine Molinar and Alan Gordon led a tour of their internationally renowned practice of architecture, landscape architecture, interior architecture, and brand design.

SEP 13  WALKING TOUR  Christopher Nolan, Central Park Conservancy’s Chief Operating Officer & Chief Landscape Architect led Design Trust Council on a tour of Central Park’s North Woods.

DEC 04  STUDIO TOUR & TALK  Designers Yeohlee Teng and Mary Ping gave a talk on the future of the Garment District and NYC’s evolving fashion industry at Yeohlee’s flagship store.

ABOUT THE COUNCIL

The Design Trust Council is a leadership circle of civic-minded professionals who support the Design Trust’s mission to make a lasting impact — through design — on public space in NYC. Design Trust Council members, in recognition of their vital support, also enjoy a number of special opportunities, including invitations to a diverse roster of exclusive events providing an inside look at the projects, people, and organizations who focus on the activation and challenges of public space.
The 4th annual Founder’s Circle Dinner was held on February 21, generously hosted by Founder’s Circle member Kitty Hawks and her husband, Larry Lederman. Tom Wright, President of the Regional Plan Association (RPA) was the special guest of the evening and led a conversation focused on RPA’s 4th Regional Plan and the transportation crisis facing the tri-state area.

ABOUT THE FOUNDER’S CIRCLE
The Founder’s Circle, chaired by its namesake Andrea Woodner, is a growing group of supporters who are passionate about the urban environment and whose financial support provides a foundation for the Design Trust’s lasting work on the future of public space in NYC. Members’ contributions support a capital fund to seed and start new projects, capturing momentum and enthusiasm for topical issues.

CURRENT MEMBERS
Hugo Barreca, J.D.
Agnes Gund
Kitty Hawks
Alexandra & Paul Herzan
Camila Pastor & Stephen Maharam
Claire Weisz, FAIA
Andrea Woodner, Chair
FISCAL YEAR 2018

ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESTRICTED PROJECT FUNDING (Contributions and Grants)</td>
<td>$152,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRESTRICTED INCOME</td>
<td>$776,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL INCOME</strong></td>
<td><strong>$928,145</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
<td>$703,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL &amp; ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>$124,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNDRAISING</td>
<td>$249,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,077,969</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* FY18 was the first full year that reflected increased personnel expenses that began in FY17 with expansion of Design Trust staff. With a combination of cash reserves and released restricted funds, we were able to cover the FY18 deficit and end with a cash balance of $190,000.
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The Design Trust’s work is made possible by the generous foundations, corporations, and individuals who share our passion for public space.
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